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Abstract: The paper is focused on man-machine communication, which isperceived in terms of data exchange. Understanding data
being exchanged is the fundamental property of intelligentcommunication. The main objective of this paper is to introduce the paradigm
of intelligent data understanding. The paradigm stems fromsyntactic and semantic characterization of data and is soundly based
on the paradigm of granular structuring of data and computation. The paper does not introduce a formal theory of intelligent data
understanding. Instead this paradigm as well as notions of granularity, semantics and syntax are cast within the domainof music
information. The domain immersion is forced by a substantial dependence of details of the paradigm of automatic data understanding
on application in a given domain.
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1 Introduction

We assume that data, the subject of communication,
create a structured space of information. Therefore
communication requires identification of local and global
structures of data and accomplishing operations on data
and structures of data. The study includes discussion on
syntactic description and semantic analysis of data and on
granulation of syntax and semantics. The study on
man-machine communication is reflected in the domain
of paginated music notation. Some important structural
operations give empirical view on automatic data
understanding.

In this paper we do not develop a formal and universal
theory of man-machine communication or automatic data
understanding. We do not believe that such universal
solution becomes possible at least now. Instead, besides
formulation of notions of intelligent data understanding,
granularity, semantics and syntax, we provide a case
study in the domain of music information. The case study
shows how to cast these notions onto the domain.
Adaptation of the introduced ideas to other domains could
be carried out in a similar fashion.

The paper is structured as follows. In consecutive
sections of Section2 we provide the meaning of basic
terms used in the paper: syntax, semantics, granulation,
intelligent understanding, case studies versus
generalization, the subject of the study, languages of
communication. Section3 covers discussion on syntactic
structuring of paginated music notation. Semantics and
granulation reflected in paginated music notation is
outlined in Section4. The paradigm of data understanding
is empirically presented in Section5.

2 Concepts

Communication is a process of information exchange.
Communication is accomplished in some language. For
instance, composer communicates musician on how to
perform in a given key uses the key signature, which is
put in respective place of music notation, teacher instructs
students in given natural language how to solve the
problem. In all such cases information being exchanged is
expressed and/or described as a text in some language and
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Fig. 1: An overall diagram of communication. Either man or machine is the object of communication.

Fig. 2: An overall diagram of the paradigm of information understanding

intelligent communication is just exchanging texts
expressing information and/or describing data. The
general scheme of communication is shown in Figure1.
Communication seen as texts exchange must be
supplemented by understanding data described by texts.

2.1 Syntax, semantics, granulation,
understanding

In Figure2 we illustrate the meaning of the paradigm of
understanding. This paradigm is built on the basis of
syntactic structuring, semantic analysis and granulation.
Below we briefly describe meaning of these terms
referring either to common terms, or to respective
sources. It is worth stressing that in general we consider
known concepts and ideas to integrate them into the novel
approach.

We consider five key entities in the diagram of
understanding. These entities are commonly understood,
or are described in further sections of this paper:

–the text in a language of natural communication, this
may be a text in a natural language, a score of
paginated music notation, a score of Braille music
notation, etc.,

–language constructionsof the text in a language of
natural communication, these are such items like texts
and sentences of a natural language, parts of
sentences, scores of music notation and their parts. It

is assumed that these items are derivable in a grammar
describing the language of natural communication,

–the lexicon: the structured space of language
constructions, it is the space of language
constructions, each of them supplemented with
possible derivation (parsing) subtrees, the lexicon
includes relations between items of this space,

–the real world: the subject of description in a
language of natural communication, it is a world of
things, sensations, thoughts, ideas etc., usually a part
of this world is described by a text in a language of
natural communication, sometimes the whole world is
described by such a text,

–the structured space of the real world, it is the space
of things sensations, thoughts, ideas etc. provided with
structures based on relations between items and sets of
items.

Syntax, i.e.syntactic structuringof texts of languages
of natural communication (and also languages of formal
communication) is the study on how words fit together
structures describing a world of real objects, c.f. [7].
Syntactic structuring is usually described by a kind of a
grammar. Such a description can be given in a form of
a set of rules or as a formal grammar. Our study is based
on context-free grammars, c.f. [7] for detailed
justification of the choice of context-free methods.

Granulation is a concept of structuring of the space
of language constructions and of the real world.
Structuring the space of language constructions leads to
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Fig. 3: Beginning excerpts of the Polonaise from Sonata for Flute and Piano by Beethoven (upper part) and the Suite (Ouverture) No.
3 in D major by J. S. Bach, BWV 1068, transcription for Piano byT. A. Johnson, the second movement Air (bottom part)

the formation of the lexicon. The concept of lexicon is
elaborated on in [8]. Language structures supplemented
by corresponding parts of derivation trees (parsing trees)
create syntactic structures of the lexicon. Creation of the
lexicon on the basis of language constructions is
an apparent application of the paradigm of granularity,
c.f. [13,14] for the granularity paradigm.

Semantics captures a relation between items of
lexicon and items of the structured space of the real
world. In other words, semantics casts the lexicon onto
the structured space of the real world. In general, such
relations/casts are many-to-many dependencies.

Sometimes, this may be many-to-one or one-to-one
relation, i.e. it may be a mapping form the lexicon to the
structured space of the real world.

Understanding is an ability to construct granular
structures in both spaces: the lexicon and the real world
and to construct semantics.
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2.2 Generalization versus case studies

Our approach to intelligent human-machine
communication is focused on automatic understanding of
data as its fundamental feature. The paradigm of
automatic data understanding involves syntactic
description, semantic analysis and granular structuring as
general methods. However, we do not attempt to
generalize these methods in a way that they would be
directly applicable in any subject of communication.
Instead, we provide a case study in a chosen domain. This
approach would be adopted to other domains. In our
opinion, the paradigm of automatic data understanding is
the universal approach to intelligent human-machine
communication. However, the details of such approach
are domain dependent. Therefore, details discussed in this
paper may not be universally applicable in any domain.
An attempt to develop detailed methods of automatic data
understanding, which would be domain independent, is
not possible at the current level of technology.

2.3 The case study

In this paper, we analyze structured spaces of music data
oriented to paginated music notation. The study is
focused on operations done on spaces of music
information. Methods presented in the paper are
illustrated with fragments of scores of pieces of classical
music. Namely, we inspectPolonaise from Sonata for
Flute and Pianoby L. v. Beethoven andSuite No. 3 in D
major by J. S. Bach transcribed for Piano by T. A.
Johnson, c.f. Figure3. Our discussion embraces only
elements of both scores. Nevertheless, the methods
illustrated with these pieces can be expanded on the entire
pieces as well as on other scores. Similarly, the study
focused on spaces of music information oriented to
paginated music notation may be adopted to other types
of descriptions of music information. Examples of other
descriptions of music information are Music XML cf. [2],
Braille Music cf. [11], MIDI cf. [ 12].

2.4 Languages - tools of communication

For all the time communication between human beings
has been done in some languages. Natural languages like
English, Spanish, Russian, music notation, gesture
language, technical drawings and C/C++/C#
programming languages are examples of languages used
in communication, c.f. [7]. Besides them we can consider
tools of communication such as painting, sculpture, music
etc. It is easily seen that tools of communication
mentioned above can be split to three groups:

–languages of natural communication
–languages of formal communication
–languages of arts

Below we briefly describe these groups of languages
without detailed characterization of them.

The group oflanguages of natural communication
includes natural languages, music notation, gesture
language etc. The common feature of languages of natural
communication is that they had been created, developed
and used prior to their formal codification and - up to now
- they have no full formal definition. Moreover, they are
used intuitively with high-level of flexibility. What is
more, some kind of anarchy, mistakes and errors in usage
of languages of natural communication does not break
communication and is not even harmful for successful
data exchange.

The group oflanguages of formal communication is
represented by technical drawings, programming
languages and systems of menus, toolbars and dialog
boxes. Unlike in the case of the first group, languages of
formal communication were developed and fully defined
prior to their usage. For languages of formal
communication no anarchy in their usage is admitted.
Also, they are hardly tolerant of mistakes and errors.

The group of languages of arts includes painting,
sculpture, performed music, dance etc. These languages
are not considered in our study.

3 Syntactic approach

Syntactic approach forms a crucial stage and a crucial
problem in the wide spectrum of tasks as, for instance,
pattern recognition, translation of programming
languages, processing of natural languages, music
processing, etc. By syntactic approach and syntactic
methods we understand grammars, automata, algorithms
used in processing languages.

By analogy to the Chomsky’s hierarchy of languages,
syntactic approaches and methods can be categorized as
regular, context-free and context-sensitive, c.f. [9].

In this paper, we use syntactic methods to describe
languages of natural communication. Unfortunately,
Chomsky’s taxonomy of languages of natural
communication is not known, what means that every
language of natural communication should be
individually classified. It is even not known, if natural
languages are context-free or context-sensitive.
According to [10], pp. 488-491, many attempts to
demonstrate that English is a context-sensitive language
and not context-free one have occurred either to be
unsuccessful or incorrect.

As to the paginated music notation, this notation
seems to be context-sensitive language. It contains
repetitions (i.e. constructions of the forms
ww,www,wwww, . . . such thatw is a part of paginated
music notation), which are context sensitive. Repetitions
in a score must be synchronized in time, so then this is an
example of such constructions. Part type scores, i.e.
scores split to parts designated to musicians playing given
instruments, is another type of a such constructions.
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3.1 Context-free syntactic description

The Chomsky’s taxonomy of languages of natural
communication is of less importance for practical
applications. Even if such languages are context-free
ones, they are too complex to be fully formalized, c.f. [1].
Despite that there is a definite set of rules defining
a language of natural communication, the rules are much
more complicated than, for instance, rules describing
languages of formal communication. And such rules can
often be broken with little impact on communication.
Thus, a description of a language of natural
communication must definitely be highly flexible and
deeply tolerant to natural anarchy of its subjects. With
this in mind, the proposed approach to describing
languages of natural communication will rely on the
sensible application of context-free methods applied
locally or on covering languages (i.e. generating all
constructions of a language and constructions not
belonging to it or incorrect constructions of the language).
Moreover, we assume that the context-free methods will
not be applied unfairly to generate incorrect constructions
or constructions not belonging to them. These
assumptions allow only for a raw approximation of
languages of natural communication. Of course, such
assumptions are real shortcomings when comparing to an
accurate description. The shortcomings must be solved by
employing some other methods.

3.1.1 The tool

The discussion on describing paginated music notation is
based on common definition of grammars and of context-
free grammars. We assume that the reader is familiar with
the basic notions of mathematical linguistic. Therefore, we
only recall these basic notions.

Let us recall that a systemG = (V,T,P,S) is a
grammar, where: (a)V is a finite set ofvariables(called
also nonterminals), (b) T is a finite set of terminal
symbols (simply calledterminals), (c) a nonterminalS is
the initial symbol of the grammar and (d)P is a finite set
of productions. A pair(α,β ) of strings of nonterminals
and terminals is a production assuming that the first
elementα of the pair is a nonempty string. Productions
are usually denotedα → β . Grammars having all
productions withα being a nonterminal symbols are
context-free grammars.

A derivation in a grammar is a finite sequence of
strings of nonterminals and terminals such that: (a) the
first string in this sequence is just the initial symbol of the
grammar and (b) for any two consecutive strings in the
sequence, the later one is obtained from the former one
applying a production in the usual way, i.e. by replacing a
substring of the former string equal to the left hand side
of the production with the right hand side of the
production. We say that the last element of the string is
derivablein the grammar.

For a context-free grammar a derivation can be
outlined in a form of derivation tree, i.e. (a) the root of the
tree is labelled with the initial symbol of the grammar and
(b) for any internal vertex labelled by the left side of a
production, its children are labelled by symbols of the
right side of the production.

3.1.2 The application

Under the assumptions of Section3.1, usage of a
simplified context-free grammar for the purpose of
syntactical structuring of paginated music notation is
valid in practice. The grammar will be applied for
analysis of constructions, which are assumed to be well
grounded pieces of paginated music notation. Of course,
such a grammar can neither be applied in checking
correctness of constructions of paginated music notation,
nor in generation of such constructions.

In Table1 we present a raw description of paginated
music notation in a form of productions of a context-free
grammar. The productions were constructed manually at
the basis of observation of structures of paginated music
notation. Paginated music notation is a collection of
staves (staff lines) placed on pages. Every stave is
surrounded by corresponding symbols placed on the stave
and around it. The collection of staves has its own
structure with staves grouped into higher-level units
called systems. A raw description of the structure of
music notation could be approximated by the set of
context-free productions given below. The components of
the grammarG = (V,T,P,S) are as follows. The set of
nonterminals includes all identifiers shown in triangle
brackets printed in italic. The nonterminal<score> is the
initial symbol of G. The set of terminal includes all non
bracketed identifiers.

Music notation can be described by different
grammars. Construction of such grammars may reflect
various aspects of music notation, e.g. geometrical or
logical structuring, c.f. [5,7]. The above description is
constructed from the point of view of geometrical
properties of music notation. The nonterminals<page>
and <system> define items of music notation strictly
related to paginated music notation. The nonterminal
<vertical event> defines items related to paginated music
notation, but it also plays important role as a logical
element of music information.

The grammar presented here is a simplified version of
a real grammar fully describing paginated music notation.
Due to limitation of the paper, many details are skipped in
this grammar. For instance, pitch and duration of notes,
articulation and ornamentation symbols, dynamics,
placement of graphical elements on the page etc. are not
outlined. On the other hand, expansion of the grammar is
not difficult in its essence and could be easily done based
on this study.
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Table 1: A grammar generating a piece of printed music notation

<score> → <scorepart><score> | <score part>
<scorepart> → <page><score part> | <page>

<page> → <system><page> | <system>
<system> → <stave><system> | <stave>
<system> → <part name><stave><system> | <part name><stave>

<part name> → Flute| Piano| etc.
<stave> → beginning-barline<bl stave> | <cle f><bl stave>
<stave> → beginning-barline<cle f><bl stave> | <bl stave>

<bl stave> → <keysignature><ks stave> | <ks stave>
<ks stave> → <time signature><ts stave> | <ts stave>
<ts stave> → <measure><barline><ts stave> | <measure><barline>
<measure> → <changeo f k sign.> <ks measure> | <ks measure>

<ks measure> → <changeo f t sign.> <ts measure> | <ts measure>
<ts measure> → <vertical event><ts measure> | <vertical event>

<vertical event> → <stem><vertical event> | <stem>
<stem> → <beams><notestem> | <f lags><notestem> | <notestem>

<beams> → left-beam| right-beam| left-beam right-beam
<cle f> → trebleclef | bassclef
<f lags> → flag<f lags> | flag

<notestem> → note-head<notestem> | note-head

3.2 The lexicon

Lexicon is the key concept of granulation of syntax.
Lexicon is a set of language constructions, which describe
objects and local and global structures of objects in the
real world. Elements of lexicon are phrases generated in a
grammar supplemented with parts of derivation tree build
on them. Such a part of the derivation tree, that
corresponds to the given phrase, should be the minimal
one covering the phrase. This part has its upper vertex,
which is its root. There is the path connecting the root of
the subtree to the root of the whole derivation tree.
Extensions of the subtree along this path create more
lexicon constructions based on the same phrase.
Examples given in Figure4 illustrate the concept of
lexicon. All four elements of the lexicon are built on the
same phrase of music notation, i.e. on the eight note. Part
a) of the Figure shows the lexicon element with the
minimal part of derivation tree. This lexicon element
supplemented with two vertices and edges creates another
lexicon element shown in part b) of this Figure. Parts c)
and d) of this Figure show two more elements of the
lexicon. Note that all these elements are built on the same
phrase of music notation.

It is worth to recall that according to discussion in
Section 3.1 the above grammar generates all valid
paginated music notation as well as constructions not
being correct music notations. However, we assume that
only valid phrases of music notation will be subjected to
analysis.

4 Semantics and granulation

It is clear that the context-free grammar of music notation
defined in Section3.1.2 is a tool used to describe music
notation rather than a subject of communication and
understanding. Therefore, the syntactic approach to
describing the music notation, as expressed in the form of
grammar given in Section3.1.2, is a workout of a space of
information onto constructions generated by context-free
grammars. Such constructions describe music notation:
notes, rests, vertical events, voice lines, measures, staves,
systems, scores. On the other hand, music notation is
context-sensitive, as noted in Section3. For that reason,
the study on human communication in this area, if
restricted to the pure syntactic approach based on
context-free methods, will not give a complete
perspective on the information being exchanged. So then,
we consider switching to mutual utilization of syntactic
and semantic methods.

4.1 Valuation relation

Lexicon elements describe objects in a real world. In the
case of music information the real world includes sounds
produced when a piece of music is being performed. For
simplicity, we assume that sounds are of the form of notes
described by three parameters: pitch, beginning time and
duration of a note. A triple describing a sound/note
roughly can be supplemented by other features, e.g.
volume (loudness), articulation (legato, staccato, portato
etc.)
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Fig. 4: Lexicon elements and their interpretation: a) a sixteenth note c’, b) a sixteenth note c’ twice beamed both ways, c) the sixteenth
note c’ twice beamed both ways, the second note in a measure d)the sixteenth note c’ twice beamed both ways, the second notein the
the third measure of the stave. We say that all these lexicon elements are hanged to<note stem> node. We say that these elements are
hooked in<note stem>, <vertical event>, <measure>, <stave> nodes, respectively. The part of the derivation tree of the Beethoven’s
score associated with the phrase (the sixteenth c’ note) is indicated by thick edges. Extra nodes and edges are added for the sake of
clarity.

Semantics, as interpreted in this paper, immerses the
lexicon in the space of sounds/notes, cf. Figure5. Such
the immersion is a relation defined in the Cartesian
product of lexicon and the space of sounds/notes. Note
that lexicon elements shown in Figure4 may define many
objects in the world. If the root of the lexicon element is
hooked in the root of the derivation tree, ten such lexicon
element defines unique object in the score. From
geometrical perspective, semantics of the case a) defines
all sixteenth note placed at the second space of the stave.
Considering logical perspective, since selected note is in
scope of treble clef, semantics defines notesc′ in the
score, i.e. it defines one-linedc sixteenth notes having
different beginning times. In cases b) we have notes
double beamed both ways. In case c) we have notes
placed in the given context, i.e. context defined by
position of the note in a measure. In case d) only third
measure of a stave is considered. If the lexicon element
begins with the root of the derivation tree, then semantics
defines the unique element: the note with given beginning
time and given pitch.

Summarizing - semantics is a relationV in the lexicon
L and the worldW, calledvaluation relation:

V ⊂ L×W

The world W includes objects and sets of objects
described in a given language. In fact, objects of the
world W usually create meaningful sets and - moreover -
create structures with internal relations between objects.
Such structures are also described by constructions of the
language. Therefore, the worldW is a structured space of
objects (or structured space of information). Namely, the
world W includes notes/sounds related to each other
according to a given piece of music.

4.2 Granular space formation

The processing of music notation, as described in
Section3, leads to extracting information from a score.
A collection of data items is subjected to a process of
mining conceptual entities of information. This process
finally leads to an overall understanding of the processed
score. The process of structuring the space of information
fits the paradigms of granular computing and information
granulation. Granular computing paradigmraised from a
need to comprehend the problem and provide a better
insight into its essence rather than get buried in all
unnecessary details. In this sense, granulation serves as
an abstraction mechanism that reduces an entire
conceptual burden. As a matter of fact, by changing the
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Fig. 5: An excerpt of printed music notation (upper part) and its reflection in the space of sounds (bottom part). The space of sounds is
illustrated in MIDI-like method. The valuation relation isshown in a few notation constructions and corresponding sounds.

size of the information granules, we can hide or reveal a
certain amount of details one intends to deal with during
a certain design phase, cf. [13]. It is worth stressing that
information granulesnot only support conversion of
clouds of detailed data into more tangible information
granules but, very importantly, afford a vehicle of
abstraction that allows to think of granules as different
conceptual entities, see [13,14] and the references
therein.

The description of music notation as well as music
notation itself could be innately subjected to the paradigm
of granular computing elucidation. As stated in [13],
granular computing as opposed to numeric computing is
knowledge-oriented. Information granules exhibit
different levels of knowledge abstraction, what strictly
corresponds to different levels of granularity. Depending
upon the problem at hand, we usually group granules of
similar size (i.e. similar granularity) together into a single
layer. If more detailed (and computationally intensive)
processing is required, smaller information granules are
sought. Then, those granules are arranged in another
layer. In total, the arrangement of this nature gives rise to
the information pyramid. In the granular processing we
encounter a number of conceptual and algorithmic layers
indexed by thesizeof information granules. Information
granularity implies the usage of various techniques that
are relevant for the specific level of granularity.

4.2.1 Sizing syntactic granules

The meaning of granule size is defined accordingly to real
application and should be consistent with commonsense
and with the knowledge base. The intuition says that
bigger the description, bigger the size of it. This intuition,
compatible with commonsense, should be satisfied in
sizing syntactic granules.

Let us recall that syntactic granules are simply
elements of the lexicon. Therefore, we should describe

size of lexicon elements. It can be done in terms of the
number of nodes in the associated subtree. There are two
aspects of lexicon elements affecting commonsense
meaning of this concept of size. The first aspect is related
to depth of the root of the subtree covering the phrase:
deeper the root in the derivation tree, smaller the size. The
second aspect is related to the length of path attached to
the root of the subtree: shorter the length, smaller the size.

In the first case, for fixed derivation tree, i.e. for given
piece of music and given grammar, height of the subtree is
invertible to depth of its root. Let us recall that depth of a
node in the tree is defined as length of the path from the
root of the tree to this node. Of course, number of nodes
depends increasingly on the height of the subtree: higher
the subtree, higher the number of nodes in it. Comparing
indicated nodes in Figure6 we can see that height and size
of subtrees hanged on<stem> nodes are the same while
height and size of the subtree hanged on the<ts measure>
are bigger than former ones.

In the second case, dependency is quite obvious:
longer path attached to the root of the subtree, more nodes
we get. In Figure4 we can see that height of subtrees
(with attached path to the root) increase going from the
case a) to the case d).

4.2.2 Sizing semantic granules

Size of semantic granule is estimated as a quantity of real
world objects. Referring to granules outlined in Figure4,
and to discussion in Section4.1, we see that sizes of
semantic granules defined by lexicon elements a) - d) are
reversible to sizes of corresponding syntactic granules.
On the other hand, recalling Figure6, we easily see that
sizes of semantic granules corresponding to syntactic
granules based on nodes<stem> are smaller than the
semantic granule defined by the syntactic one based on on
the node<ts measure>. For the sake of clarity, the later
comparison assumes syntactic granules hooked in the root
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Fig. 6: A fragment of the derivation tree ofPolonaise from Sonata for Flute and Pianoby L. v. Beethoven. Derivation of the first beamed
group in the second stave of the second system is expanded. Ellipsis indicate other parts of the score. The tree includes attributes of
terminals: number of beams for left-beam and right-beam, pitch for head and duration for stem. Nodes<ts measure> and<stem> are
indicated for the discussion in Section4.2.

of the whole derivation tree. The detailed discussion
concerning syntactic granules other than hooked to the
root is not presented in this study.

Amazingly, greater size of syntactic granule
correspond to smaller size of respective semantic granule.
The relevance between syntactic and semantic granules is
shown in Figure7. And, as in music notation case, this
relevance is a manifestation of duality phenomenon in
syntax-semantics related spaces: a) thesmall lexicon
element defines sixteenth notes c’ in the whole score, b)
bigger lexicon element defines both way double beamed
sixteenth notes c’ in the whole score, c) next bigger
lexicon element defines both way double beamed
sixteenth notes c’ in given place of any measure, d) next
bigger lexicon element defines both way double beamed

sixteenth notes c’ in given place of the third measure of
any stave, e) relevance of syntactic and semantic
granules’ pyramids.

5 Understanding

As described in Section2.1, data understanding is an
ability to recognize semantics and granulation of
information. According to discussion in Section2.2 we
do not attempt to develop a theoretical framework for
automatic data understanding. Instead, we believe that
case studies will be more informative in context of this
paper. In subsequent sections we discuss examples of
structural operations in the space of music information.
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Fig. 7: Duality of syntax and semantics for music notation.

Such operations are the best manifestation of what we
mean as data understanding.

5.1 Selecting

Among structural operations selection is the very
fundamental one. Selection is the basis for other common
structural operations like copying, finding, replacing etc.
Selection is also the basis for domain specific operations.
In case of paginated music notation, we can list such
domain specific operations like transposition, conversion,
harmonization, voice line identification etc.

Technically, drawing a rectangle with mouse or
marking a sequence of symbols with keyboard or mouse
is the most popular methods of selection. Possibly a multi
selection can be done, usually with mouse moves or
clicks while the key Ctrl is pressed.

This common operation in computer applications is
usually performed on raw, low-level data. Examples of
low level data selections are texts in text editors and
regions of raster images (rectangles of pixels), c.f. [5,6].
An example of a raster image selection is shown in
Figure8: a rectangular region of the screen is selected and
highlighted. This selection is interpreted as a part of a
raster image and not the second and third measures of the
upper stave of the paginated music notation. In this

interpretation content of the image is of minor
importance: it may be a part of printed music notation as
well as a part of city map or a part of any other raster
image.

In context of our study, such a selection should not be
treated as a part of a screen and represented as a region of
a raster bitmap. It should be considered as a part of
printed music notation rather than a displayed image.
Such selections can be characterized by lexicon elements
and then - via valuation relationV - by a corresponding
structure in the real world.

A selection is usually related to many elements of the
lexicon. In Figure4 the indicated sixteenth note can be
selected simply by dragging a bounding box. However,
such the selection may not have the unique interpretation,
as it is outlined in this Figure. As a consequence, an
interpretation of the selection affects its semantics. This
uncertainty is not unexpected. Communication between
people may also raise such situations, which are resolved
with additional information. Alike, an extra tool
supporting selection is required to fix such ambiguities.

Mouse-dragged rectangle is a simple form of
selection. In complex spaces of information such the
method of selection is far inadequate to needs. Music
spaces of information are perfect examples of needs of
more complex selection methods. An example of such
selections is clarified in Figure9. There are three voice
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Fig. 8: An example of selection: a rectangle is drawn with the mouse.

Fig. 9: J. S. Bach, Suite (Ouverture) No. 3 in D major, BWV 1068, identification of voice lines. Three voice lines of the upper staveof
the upper system are split to three separate staves in bottomsystem.

lines in the first stave of the Bach’s score. In lower part of
this Figure three voice lines are displayed in separate
staves. It is clear that a rectangle dragging tool cannot
select a voice line. This is why a more suitable tool
should be used for such selections.

From human’s perspective, a description in natural
language would be the best way for describing such
selection. For instance, the instructionSelect upper voice
line in the upper stave of three beginning measures
clearly describes the selection. Analysis of such

instructions opens a discussion on processing natural
languages, which is not intended in this paper. Instead, for
the sake of this study, we assume that instructions are
formulated with simpler tools like mouse, keyboard and
dialog boxes. For instance, we can use rectangle selection
tool in the voice line mode to select voice lines.
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Fig. 10: Illustration of searching. The pattern is in dotted ellipse, instances are dashed around. The upper part illustrates searching for
exact matches (the same pitches, durations and time intervals between notes) without specific placement in the measure.The bottom
part shows instances preserving pitch intervals, time intervals, durations and placement in the measure.

5.2 Searching

Searching is an operation of locating object(s) matching a
given pattern, i.e. locating instance(s) identical or similar
to the pattern. In text editors obvious meaning of
searching operation is finding instances of a given string
and no analysis of information is done. Searching tools
admit more sophisticated methods of identification of
instances. For example, regular expressions allow for
finding strings of a language defined by such expression.
Anyway, this is still the operation performed on strings
and not on information brought by such strings. On the
other hand, searching in raster bitmaps has no reasonable
meaning unless content of the image is involved.

In context of this paper searching is performed on
data structures rather than on such raw data as strings of
symbols or region of rater bitmaps. The operationSearch
in a space of music information concerns a pattern, which
is a part of space of music information. Searched pattern
can be defined in different ways. Selection done as
described in Section5.1 is the simplest method for
defining the search pattern.

Let us discuss the operationSearchwith the following
example based on Figure4. We assume that thesixteenth
c’ note is the pattern selected. We also assume that
searching is accomplished along the piece with regard to
pitch and duration. If the selection is interpreted as in the
case a) of this Figure, i.e.a sixteenth c’, then any
sixteenth c’ note matches this pattern. This case is
symbolically shown in Figure7, case a), where any note
c’ matches the pattern. The pattern interpreted as in cases
b) of Figure4 defines the sixteenth note c’ beamed twice
both ways. In this case a sixteenth note c’ matches the
pattern assuming that is beamed both ways. Case c)
defines any sixteenth note c’ beamed both ways and with
given placement in a measure. Finally, in case d), only
notes described in case c) belonging to the third measure
of a stave are admitted.

Let us consider another example based on Figure10.
Let us assume that the first beamed group of four
sixteenths of the first measure is selected as the searching
pattern and that only minimal part of derivation tree
creates the corresponding lexicon element, i.e. the lexicon

element is hooked in its hang. This pattern matches next
two beamed groups of sixteenths in the same measure and
last two beamed groups of sixteenths in the fourth
measure of the same stave, c.f. Figure10. If the lexicon
element is hooked in the node<measure>, c.f. 6, then the
pattern the first beamed group of four sixteenths in a
measuredoes not match any instance. However, if we
admit notes to be moved up or down by the same interval,
then the pattern matches the first beamed group of four
sixteenths in the third measure: notes of the instance are
moved down by three halftones (semitone) comparing to
the pattern, c.f. lower part of Figure10. Of course,
durations and time successions are preserved in all
instances of both cases.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced the paradigm of automatic
data understanding. The paradigm stems from syntactic
and semantic characterization of data and is soundly
based on the paradigm of granular structuring of data and
granular computing. We show the ways of employing
syntactic structuring and semantic analysis in knowledge
structuring and understanding data. The discussion is
focused in the domain of music information as well as
concepts are cast on the structured space of music
information. The domain immersion is forced by a heavy
dependence of details of the paradigm of automatic data
understanding on application in a given domain. Although
we do not introduce a formal theory of automatic data
understanding, the study points out the methodology of
knowledge processing, which can be applicable to
different domains.

The main objective of this paper, i.e., automatic data
understanding, is illustrated by several representative
examples. The discussion outlines the paradigm of
automatic data understanding as inherent feature of
intelligent human-machine communication.
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